Rue Kothari launched Harper’s Bazaar Interiors magazine as Editor in Chief and established Downtown Design, the region’s first design fair, and created Editions - a showcase for craft, handmade and collectible design. As an active mentor for new talent, she helps to shape the strategy and creative direction for young brands. @ruekothari

Shawn Adams is an architect, lecturer and writer based in London. He is also a co-founder of POoR Collective. @_shawn_adams_

Harriet Thorpe is an author, journalist and editor based in London. She writes about architecture, urbanism, travel, contemporary art and design. @harriet_thorpe

Roddy Clarke covers many areas of design with a strong focus on the positive social and environmental impacts it can have. He’s ICON’s new sustainability columnist and a regular contributor to titles including Forbes and the Financial Times. @roddyclarkeredesign

Sonia Zhuravlyova writes about architecture and design for titles such as Monocle and Dwell. She is based in London and has co-authored a book on the history of post-war prefabs. @sonia_zhur

Alia Akkam lives in Budapest. She covers food, drink, travel, and design, and is the author of Behind the Bar: 50 Cocktail Recipes From the World’s Most Iconic Hotels. @behdría